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As the story goes, a child monk was constantly in trouble for running around during meditation

sessions.  In desperation, an older monk tied him to a post until they finished.  With only his toe free,

the boy drew mice in the dirt floor.  They came alive, chewed his ropes and set him free.  Ideas are like

this.  They can’t be bound.  They come alive. But new ideas set free are dangerous, especially to the

status quo.  Ideas are not starting points.  They begin as bits and pieces of facts and experiences

floating around within us.  To understand an idea, we first need to understand the experiences for

which it tried to account.  In religion, this is contextual theology -- the acknowledgement that religious

ideas come from, and are shaped by, specific life experiences and concerns.  Even though a religion

claims to be divinely revealed, revelation is always mediated through human agents with particular

worldviews and experience.

Ideas are usually spoken first to test survival potential and later written down.  Either way, they

come to life through language.  Before beginning his novel Zorba the Greek, Nikos Kazantzakis wrote,

“Under my authority I have nothing but twenty-six lead soldiers, the twenty-six letters of the alphabet.

I will proclaim full mobilization.” i   How the alphabet is mobilized to create words, sentences and full-

blown ideas depends on the worldview, agenda and manipulative skills of the wordsmith.  If new ideas

challenge what existed before, the battle begins -- that eternal cycle of challenge to tradition; resistance

from authorities; some changes made; institutionalizing the changes into new traditions until these also

leak like sieves, and challenges begin again.  This is standard for most of human experience, but there

is an additional element in religious debate -- God.  For this presentation, I use “God” simply as a

three-letter symbol for Ultimate Concern, devoid of specific theological baggage or gender
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implications.  Unlike science, where challenges are tested by experiment, God cannot be slid under the

microscope, so we are working within different parameters for determining truth.  “God is” or “God

said” is always a faith statement, no matter how sophisticated, since we cannot prove God’s existence,

let alone what God is currently saying.  This is not to undermine faith statements – we use them every

day when we promote values, gurus or refrigerator brands.  It is simply to acknowledge religion’s

different mode of operation.

Religion has been defined many ways.  I’ve borrowed my summary from religion scholar

Huston Smith.  A religion usually has authorities who specialize to assist others and rituals to help

people act together in celebration or concern.  While religions may start spontaneously, the mind soon

enters and speculates about its source and goals.  Speculation shapes the traditions that bind the

faithful.  There is usually a concept of Divinity and finally, a consciousness of mystery beyond

mundane human existence. ii   These elements are also religion’s problems.  Each can be abused,

dragging new ideas from their original creativity into dogma.  Authority can shrink to personal or

corporate power, with secrets held from the laity.  Rituals can reduce to empty shells of offerings and

chants.  Speculation about the world and humanity can become obscure or outdated. The Divine can be

trapped in human constructs, and mystery can descend into magic and divination. (Smith 104)  Fresh

ideas are then needed to jump-start some or all of these elements into progressive movement again.

“Progressive” is an awkward word in religion.  Since core beliefs come from ancient sources,

these sources have to be preserved in some way for a faith’s uniqueness, and this causes tensions in a

religious tradition – how should we read our ancient texts?  A Greek Orthodox friend gave me Matthew

Gallatin’s autobiography of growing up Seventh Day Adventist, becoming a fundamentalist pastor,

joining the charismatics, exploring Roman Catholicism and finally becoming Orthodox. iii  His was

searching for the original Christianity, believing only that to be true.  He writes:

True Christianity has no room for personal interpretations, preferences, qualifications,

exemptions, or adjustments … [T]he Faith of the Apostles preserved in the Holy Orthodoxy is

an historical reality, not just a theological school of thought … until the eleventh century, “to be

Christian” meant “to be Orthodox.” iv

Yet we all know Orthodoxy’s Fourth Century Creeds are hardly original.  They contain nothing of

Jesus’ teachings and simply note his birth, death and resurrection -- they are already a progression of

ideas from original events.   One only has to read the history of the their formation under Emperor

Constantine to discover battles amongst bishops, even to death, political intrigue, Emperor interference
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and deep-seated theological differences even after so-called consensus – pretty much like any Church

Council today!  The creeds were evolving human products of people struggling to define faith in their

particular place.  I think their authors would be shocked that people were still defending them as

“truths” for eternity.  It’s like Paul thinking that the letters he rushed off in prison to rebellious

communities were Divine writings to be dissected word for word in this Century.

Finding the original Jesus is equally difficult, since the Gospels were written forty to eighty

years after his death by different communities who shaped his legacy.  Some beliefs which became

central to Christianity, such as the virgin birth, are not even mentioned in the earliest writings, those of

Paul, or Mark, the earliest Gospel, and there is debate as to what sayings of Jesus actually came from

his lips.  The earliest complete copy of Mark dates from 140 years after Mark was first written – all we

can say is that it is a good copy from that period. What editing, adjusting, embellishing or copying

errors happened before this, we can’t know.  According to Third Century theologian Origen:

The differences among the manuscripts have become great, either through the negligence of

some copyists or through the perverse audacity of others.  They either neglect to check over

what they have transcribed, or, in the process of checking, they make additions or deletions as

they please. v

While Christianity has always appealed to the Holy Spirit as its guide against error, the host of

denominations today demonstrate a certain difficulty with this argument.

Progressive thought recognizes the problems with finding original expressions, especially when

many religious founders, like Buddha and Jesus, wrote nothing down – probably because they didn’t

plan to start a new religion!  While honoring the experiences of our ancestors, we recognize that

religious traditions have always evolved, even within the sacred texts themselves, shaped by different

contexts and always described within the limits of language, culture and concepts.  Any sacred text,

doctrine, cosmology or God-idea must be open to correction and updating so the essence is not

hampered or distorted by outdated language and worldview.  The Basis of Union of the Uniting Church

recognized that, “since law is received by human beings and framed by them, it is always subject to

revision in order that it may better serve the Gospel.”  Such open-endedness is threatening to people

like Matthew Gallatin who see any new ideas or contextual revision as perverting the original faith.  It

also shows a significant lack of knowledge about church history!  Their question is always, “How far

can we go and remain Christian,” as if there is some invisible trip-wire around the boundaries of truth.
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How did we get into this position of literalizing the past and muzzling new ideas and how can

we get out of it?”  One element of religion was “authorities.”  Religious authorities have historically

determined orthodoxy or correct belief and, by default, heresy.  The Greek word for heresy meant

choice and was used for any school of thought.  Quoting Origen again, “the wisest Christian was he

who had carefully studied the haireseis both of Judaism and Christianity.  (Whoever) finds fault with

Christianity because of its haireseis would find fault also with the teachings of Socrates.” vi  In time,

heresies became the opinions themselves and so, when the Church declared orthodox positions, all

other schools of thought, heresies, were declared false.   As we know today, looking back at church

history, heresy could have truth in it but be against church consensus – which was as much about

power and politics as about theology. vii  With Church and Empire now in league, the Emperor honed in

on heretics, forbidding them trade and public office, and the Church excommunicated them.  Early

Church Fathers were pacifists and refused to use force against heretics, but this would change.  In the

violent desire to control new ideas, book burnings disposed of the written word while crucifixion,

whether by fire, noose or stake, disposed of spoken words, the fear being that “writings that cause

God’s wrath and pervert the soul must not come to the attention of the common people.” viii   In some

ways, books were more dangerous.  A heretic could be permanently silenced but a book and its ideas

live on.  Not surprisingly, the medieval hangman was also responsible for burning books, to kill them

as well. ix

The Gutenberg printing press severely threatened Church control of ideas and censorship began

-- any book published without church approval was burned.  Pope Pius IV later excommunicated the

printers of such books and introduced an Index of Prohibited Books which remained in place until the

1960’s when some 5000 books were listed.  According to one historian, “Virtually all the head turners

of Modern European thought found their way onto the list – Descartes, Hobbes, Hume, Kant, Locke,

Montesquieu, Pascal, Spinoza, Voltaire.” x   Not all smoke came from the Vatican.  Martin Luther

conducted a burning of books he rejected, including the papal bull excommunicating him.  John Calvin

had Michael Servetus and his book burned for unorthodox ideas about the Trinity, ideas that many

scholars hold today.  William Tyndale’s English translation of the New Testament was burned in 1526

to prevent laity reading in their own language and Tyndale was burned for heresy ten years later.  That,

to me, is one of the most disturbing things about Church history – people were killed in despicably

cruel ways for thinking the way we do now.

What of contemporary book burnings and crucifixions?  When I first started to think about this

topic in terms of conflict between old and new religious ideas, I wrote that we only metaphorically
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burn books and crucify heretics in the west today, but early this year Dr. George Tiller of Wichita,

Kansas was shot and killed in his church for performing legal abortions.  The religiously motivated

assassin claimed he was ridding the world of a heretic who “deserved to die.”  Although public

burnings of Harry Potter books by some American conservative churches because they promote

witchcraft pale into insignificance in comparison, I have just spent a month in the United States,

constantly bombarded by right-wing TV commentators like Rush Limbaugh loudly comparing

President Obama’s “socialist theft of God’s America” to Stalin, Hitler and Chairman Mao, even

showing Obama in a lineup with these characters.  Such ugly rhetoric only needs an inflamed fanatic to

claim a Divine mandate and shoot him.  For the most part, however, we do burn books and crucify

people in other ways today in order to silence opposing religious ideas.   Whenever we prohibit

questions and challenges, silence people by enlisting institutional authorities, avoid dialogue with those

who challenge us, denounce them and their writings in public or just plain ignore them, insist on

outdated traditions against contemporary evidence, fearfully attack the messenger rather than engage

the idea, or exhibit intellectual arrogance to any opposition at all, we burn books and crucify ideas

without even lighting a match.

Religious traditions thrive on polarization, whether between secular Islam or a return to its

idealized past; between affirming gay unions or condemning homosexuality; between priests like

Father Kennedy in Brisbane introducing new liturgies and allowing women a greater role in worship or

those who demand priestly obedience to church rule; between those who claim the Bible literally true

and those who see it a story of ancient people in touch with God.  Another strong voice today comes

from those who want to crucify all religion as juvenile, oppressive and dangerous.   You know all about

this at St. Michael’s Uniting Church with the polarization currently playing out between the “new

faith” and progressive Christianity, and those who denounce it all as “heresy.”  Although the Uniting

Church’s Basis of Union states its desire to “be ready when occasion demands to confess the Lord in

fresh words and deeds,” the question becomes “which fresh words and deeds?” and “What do we do

with the old ones?”

In a recent letter in Melbourne’s Uniting Church paper, Crosslight, an offended church member

said this “new faith” suggests “that the vast majority of Christians have been profoundly mistaken for

over 2,000 years.” xi   We could simply do a book burning or crucifixion on this letter writer, using

words like ignorance and fear, but there are bigger issues here.  It is ignorance in that many people who

take this position are totally unaware that these same challenges have been made regularly from the

beginning of Christian history.  The creedal debates three hundred years after Jesus were about whether
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Jesus was God or “like” God, showing that, even then, the divinity of Jesus was not clearly

decipherable from the New Testament writings.  The virgin birth, bodily resurrection and satisfaction

atonement theory are not in Paul’s writings, but are later interpretations.  Biblical criticism after the

Enlightenment raised many of the challenges we currently are making to the biblical text, yet somehow

this never got down to laity in the pews who now think these challenges are new and threatening.  Even

Bishop Spong says he is just repeating what Bishop John Robinson said in the sixties, so why didn’t

these ideas penetrate to the pews then?

For centuries, laity have depended on what the Church told them as truth.  The wild, free

Hebrew Spirit that appeared to various people was corralled early in Christianity within the Trinity,

permitted to communicate only through the Church, outside which there was no salvation.  Mystics

who contacted the Spirit directly were swept into Church corners or under the discipline of

monasteries.  Even when authority moved from church to Scripture in the Reformation, correct belief

was still negotiated by the Church Fathers, now Protestant.  In and after the Enlightenment, science and

biblical criticism challenged the faith, yet again the Church reared up to protect the faithful from

benefitting from  the discussion, driving many into early fundamentalism in defense when hints of the

controversy leaked out in threatening sound-bites.  The Death of God movement excited theologians in

the sixties but, for pew-sitters, it was usually portrayed as evil incarnate, especially since Billy Graham

had just shuffled many Australian church-goers and new converts into biblical idolatry and the three

steps to salvation.  When I wrote my book celebrating doubt in the mid-nineties, hardly anyone wrote

about doubt as something we did not need to get rid of as soon as possible, like a bad infection, and I

still get letters from people who have only just discovered that doubt is OK.

All this is to say that, for many faithful lay people, it is quite new to overtly challenge church

teaching, even though they have asked the questions within themselves many times.  Whenever I speak

on progressive Christianity, I am amazed at the number of older women, the silent, willing workhorses

of the church, who come to me with lowered voice and grab my hand tightly as if, by holding on, these

new ideas will not vanish again.  They say, “I’ve been waiting for someone to say that for years.  Why

didn’t they tell us?”  For the most part, laity who are actually challenging outdated theology today,

probably many of you, have learned to challenge outside the church through books in the public

marketplace by authors like Borg, Crossan and Spong who have finally allowed laity to hear what has

been taught in theological colleges for ages.  It is hardly the fault of laity that so many who persist in

traditional beliefs have learned them in the pew and feel they must defend them against what they see

as newly created attacks by people like us who jeopardize their salvation and promise of heaven.  I
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know this because I sat in pews for thirty-five years doubting many traditional doctrines, but never did

I hear from the pulpit that my questions were reasonable and there were other answers – I had to go

back to university to discover that. When I said this once in a church where a dozen retired clergy

worshipped, one said to me afterwards, “You let us off lightly. You could have given us a hard time

and told it like it is -- that we have failed our congregations by not teaching these things we all learned

in seminary.”   I know many progressive ministers have done this and have consequently been censured

by their institution or powerful lay people in their congregation, but somehow we have to take

responsibility for the monster we have created and not simply blame it on lay ignorance and fear.  We

have to be assertive when we find pulpits where this continues to happen.

I hope I am attributing these comments to the right person but I was interested in Dr John

Bodycomb’s comments in Crosslight that clergy burn-out is not primarily from stress or overwork, but

from loss of belief.  We have created a role for clergy that demands adherence to certain institutional

beliefs at the beginning of their ministry, even when later in good conscience and often with more

scholarship, they can no longer hold those beliefs.  Their options are to challenge the system and

receive the type of flack Dr McNab has received over the years, to side-step into social justice, church

administration or welfare where theological correctness is less mandatory, or go with the flow,

choosing words carefully in preaching to avoid saying things they don’t still believe with a sleight of

word that does not register with, and disturb the laity or official church doctrine.  Nothing is new under

the sun.  Leo Tolstoy said of Nineteenth Century Russian Orthodoxy:

During certain periods in the existence of all human societies, a time has come when religion

has first strayed from its basic meaning, and then digressed further and further until it has lost

track of this meaning and eventually ossified in the already established forms, at which point it

has come to have less and less influence on people’s lives.  At this time, the educated minority,

no longer believing in the existing religious teaching, simply pretend to believe in it because

they find it necessary for the purpose of holding the masses to the established order of life. xii

In the past, authorities declared truth, but today, while we can define what is true for us, we can

no longer do it for everyone and all time, because we recognize the relativity of our culture, worldview

and knowledge.  “All truth is evolving, correctible, and open to more truth as new factors constantly

enter our changing experiences, individually and globally.”xiii   Old gods have been deposed -- doctors,

lawyers, parents, teachers and priests -- all are up for critique -- and even criminal liability.  Even God

is no longer God, as I discussed in my last book Like Catching Water in a Net.  The Buddha compared
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the “truths” to which we cling to blocks of ice obstructing the natural flow of a river.  He told a story of

a man whose son was captured when bandits burned their village.  The man came home to find a

charred body and in despair, cremated this son and carried his ashes constantly with him around his

neck.  When the son escaped the bandits years later and came home, his father would not open the

door, no matter how the son tried to convince him that he was alive.  He had his own truth and charred

remains to prove it.  If we cling too strongly to what we take to be truth, when the truth knocks at our

door in person, we will not open it.  Buddhist peace activist monk, Thich Nhat Hanh said:

Do not be idolatrous about or bound to any doctrine, theory, or ideology, even Buddhist ones.

All systems of thought are guiding means; they are not absolute truth … In the name of

ideologies and doctrines, people kill and are killed.  If you have a gun you can shoot one, two,

three, five people; but if you have an ideology and stick to it, thinking it is the absolute truth,

you can kill millions … Humankind suffers very much from attachment to views. xiv

Rather than doing a book burning or crucifixion, how can we help those who cling tightly to old

truths through fear masquerading as defiant conviction, when many such people, especially in isolated

regional churches, do not have theological companions with whom to unpack their years of

indoctrination?

This may sound like either/or positions  – those locked in old ideas, and the progressives, yet

we progressives are an interesting mix.  Many of us have challenged traditional Christian doctrines and

need a place to explore beyond these.  Some of us have come from outside formal religious traditions,

interested in exploring spirituality free of dogma.  Some of us are happy to jettison all God talk -- and

wish others would hurry up and do the same -- yet we still want to talk about life with a capital L.

Some see this as a refuge after stepping outside the church, an interim recovery space until we move

beyond religion altogether.  Some have lived a lie all their lives, wanting there to be a God and

wondering why God has never shown the Divine Face to them in any convincing way, despite their

pleading.  Others have experienced a Presence within the world, but want to shed traditional religious

language domesticating this experience.  Some remain active in churches for the community and social

outreach, struggling with outdated theology in hymns and liturgy and hoping to influence their

community to more progressive thinking.  Others are lucky enough to be in progressive churches like

this that provide a safe and affirming place, while others wander in a limbo of not belonging anywhere.

What we have in common is that we have all been on a journey to get where we are today.  For some, it
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has been an easy move into new ways of thinking.  For some it has been a long and difficult struggle

and we may not even be anywhere near there yet – whatever there means.  For many, it is much more

than a struggle with antiquated doctrines, but rather a whole of life experience with a church we loved

intensely in childhood but later did not love us, because we were women, gay, lesbian, transsexual or

theologically or ethnically different.   Spong calls us the church alumni, but alumni are people who left

their college or institution in the proper way.  It does not always describe the pain involved in some

departures or in rejection, even though it is unthinkable to go back to old ways of thinking

In Gretta Vosper’s book With or Without God: why the way we live is more important than

what we believe, she challenges progressives to remember those days and that pain in our lives and

think, from our experiences, how we might encourage others defending old traditions to take this leap;

that we anticipate together the challenges our progressive message presents to others and act to mitigate

these negative effects; to find ways to lessen the burden of change and make the new terrain more

habitable.  We have to find ways to honour what has gone before and is still precious to others, even as

we show its inadequacies (185-6).  We all know how hard it is to speak with conservative friends and

relatives if their beginning point is always a literal, divinely inspired Bible, so we need to spend time

together discussing ways to approach our message such that it becomes attractive to the hearer, not

totally threatening or even offensive  The temptation is to go “bull-at-a-gate” with our new ideas –

perform a few book burnings and crucifixions here and there, especially if oppositional arguments are

weak or naively grounded.  But we have to remember that these arguments have been constructed over

centuries, backed by institutional authorities that held them in place through fear of hell, and still insist

on them, so they will not dissolve in a few minutes unless the hearer is desperately seeking new

solutions.  And people will not all arrive at the same place and nor should they.  Theologian Marjorie

Suchocki says

Theology is like a garment we have produced, not a universal truth.  The garment, like all

garments, will fit some and not fit others.   Should garments be thrown out then, because they

do not fit everyone?  Ah, then we should freeze in the winters of our loneliness!  Better we

should simply adjust the fit and see to helping others as they too, weave their mantles. xv

This is another challenge for progressives.  While we say we are creating a place for people to think

freely, we are not in the job of cloning – that is simply more bondage.  I personally have been at

meetings of progressives where I have felt there are certain theological assumptions, a new doctrinal
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standard that “all progressive think this … or that.”  I’ve watched a smirk curl on peoples’ mouths

when someone say something others think is not progressive wnough, or when God is described in

anthropomorphic language, or even mentioned at all – book burning and crucifixion progressive-style.

Church historian Hans Hillerbrand says:

While successful in the short run, the ideas to be eradicated through the burning of books are, in

the long run, not extinguished,  Ideas cannot be eradicated by burning, they can only be

eradicated by stronger ideas, and one wonders why the book burners have not caught on to this

fundamental fact. xvi

Stronger ideas are not delivered with hammer and chisel.  Nothing is gained in religious debate by

arrogant certainty or scathing disdain on either side of the argument  – other names for book burning

and crucifixion.  This is something some of our audio and print media journalists need to hear.  Nothing

silences a shy poppy faster than being attacked with sticks and stones of clever words – and shy

poppies often have much to say, since they spend more time thinking than talking. We also need to give

thought to our love of sales-driven shock journalism.  More than usually frustrated with the choice of

religious spokespersons by one of our nation’s daily newspapers, I complained to a friend in its

employ.  “Why don’t you quote someone not on either extremes of a position,” I asked, “a scholar who

can do proper justice to the nuances of the issue?”  I knew the answer before I asked.  “Extremist views

at either edges stimulate controversy and sell papers.”  New ideas need open and engaged discussion

where all limits can be pushed in safety and with respect.  To quote Nick Kazanthas again, the world

will be saved by new ideas. What does “be saved” mean?’ he asks rhetorically.  ‘It means finding a

new justification for life because the old one has vented its strength and can no longer support the

human edifice. … the only thing that matters is that we exercise our minds in order to keep certainty

from turning us into idiots, that we fight to open every closed door we find in front of us.” xvii

While I have spent time suggesting that progressives need to have empathy for those who have

not yet been able to struggle over the barricades, or who are not convinced that they should, we also

have to claim our role as prophets, which may entail disobedience, determination and considerable

directness such that new ideas are not silenced by our institutions.  German psychologist Eric Fromm

said, “For centuries, kings, priests, feudal lords, industrial bosses and parents have insisted that

obedience is a virtue and disobedience is a vice.”  Yet both Hebrew and Greek mythology began the
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human story with an act of disobedience.   Promethius stole fire from the gods, laying the foundation

for the evolution of human life.  Chained to a rock as punishment for disobedience, he did not repent.

“I would rather be chained to this rock than be the obedient servant of the gods.” xviii   The Hebrew

beginning myth is also about humans disobeying Divine ground rules, thus cutting the umbilical cord.

Far from corrupting humanity as was later proposed, this set them free to become human and rely on

their own human powers outside the garden in the real world.  Fromm says:

All martyrs of religious faiths, of freedom and of science, have had to disobey those who

wanted to muzzle them in order to obey their own consciences, the laws of humanity and of reason.  If

human beings can only obey and not disobey, they are slaves … freedom and the capacity for

disobedience are inseparable; hence any social, political and religious system which proclaims

freedom, yet stamps out disobedience, cannot speak the truth.xix

For many institutions, the act of obeying becomes the raison d’etre of religion rather than what

is being obeyed.  When any ideas come under threat, rigidity and authoritarianism surface and truths

are shouted louder and louder.  Rebels are threatened with hell or rejection by God or their religious

community.  Obedience to God, on the other hand, may mean disobedience and resistance to those who

claim to speak for God.   We are not called to be blind followers, but co-creators with God.  Dorothee

Solle says:

We live in an age when faith in Christ is imperiled by those who anxiously attempt to save it.

They fear changes in habitual thought forms and in established ways of living.  They see reform

as destructive and would prefer to hide Christ in some golden shrine – untouchable and

therefore incapable of relating to anyone, unchangeable and therefore incapable of transforming

anyone, eternally valid and therefore removed as far as possible from our reality. xx

It is not enough, in a Twenty-First Century progressive faith, to simply ignore traditional

doctrines and talk instead about love or community.  It must be challenged, not just in small study

groups but in prime time, from the pulpit so laity know it can be challenged.  I remember asking a

pastor friend why he still used the Apostles Creed in worship when he did not believe some of its

statements.  He said he reinterpreted them in his mind so he could say “I believe.’  “That’s fine for

you,” I said, “but what is your responsibility to those in the pew who have to repeat it because it is in
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the order of service but do not know they don’t have to take it literally.”  The theological land mines

strewn throughout our hymns and bible readings, say nothing of gendered and patriarchal language,

have also to be diffused in preaching and worship so they don’t continue to maim conscientious

Christians who do not know how to avoid them, or even if they can.  When people say the average

church person doesn’t worry about theology, it is not my experience.  Many have simply given up after

years of being taught, like Alice in Wonderland, to believe six impossible things before breakfast.

We need new religious ideas.  Religion will not go away – it has shaped us and our history.

Even Richard Dawkins thinks the Bible should be taught in schools as contributing to our literature and

story.  But may I suggest another form of book burning and crucifixion that is happening to religious

ideas in Australia?  As universities across the globe cut back financially, as has happened for years in

this country, some of the humanities, especially religious studies, are first to go in favour of the

sciences and technology, depriving students of rigorous engagement with the religious ideas that

inform the global village in which they will live and work.  Australian theologian Tony Kelly says,

“Any thinking confined to the one-dimensional technological level cannot but be the forgetfulness of

what is most meaningful and essential to the soul.  Such flat thinking is … closed to philosophical

wonder … which cannot be suppressed without mutilating the deepest sense of self.  It frees

consciousness from the superficial, the absurd, the tragically alienated, into a sense of the dynamic,

interrelated whole. xxi  Kelly assigns to religious educators the prophetic role of critiquing culture,

because any culture “can try to domesticate the transcendent.”  We can also assign this educational task

to those engaging in public religious debate, whether through churches, media or the arts.  Kelly says:

[Educators] have to work to keep the horizons open, by toppling the idols and driving out the

demons.  Educators must lead out to the limits, the edges, the true openness of life.  Without

such an effort, our compulsive materialism, the short-sighted pragmatism of our problem

solving, the flat dullness of our public discussions, our embarrassment about all things spiritual,

will cramp or stifle the spirit. xxii

Kelly challenges those of us prepared to enter the public debate on religion to be open to new ideas and

willing to abstain from book-burnings and crucifixions, because he is convinced Australia has a

strategic place in the global religious conversation.  Because we are not rooted in the age-old traditions

and ethos of Europe or, my addition, the self-absorbed culture of the United States, Kelly says we “are

positioned in a space, geographical and historical, where it is possible to take the longer and deeper

view, to imagine the world otherwise.” xxiii  What a challenge and what a responsibility!
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